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Great Masters of Karnatak Music

H. Yoganarasimham
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B.V.K. Sastry

Vina Vidwan Venkatagiriyappa looked
at the Tamboori leaning against the comer.
In an automatic action, he picked it up and
started tuning. But due to age and also some
physical informity, he could not manage it.
At that moment H. Yoganarasimham entered
his house. After the customary greetings,
Venkatagiriyappa requested
Yoganarasimham to tune the instrument. After
tightening the strings properly and adjusting
the jiwala, Yoganarasimham twanged the
strings. Concentrating on the sound for a few
seconds, he indicated that the instrument had
been tuned and ready. Mter listening to the
sound for sometime himself, Venkatagiryappa nodded in approval and said 'you
have tuned the Tamboori perfectly. Why not
sing something with this beautiful sruti?"
Slightly hesitating Yoganarasimham said 'I
donot know whether I am in proper form
and whether you can bear with my singing'
Venkatagiriyappa said 'you have studied
music. Still why this hesitation?' And insisted
that he should sing. Slowly blending his soft

voice with the sruti, Yoganarasimham
rendered the famous verse 'Omkara
panjarashuki'. After listening to this piece,
Venkatagiriyappa was delighted and
exclaimed 'Yoganarasimham, why this
diffidence when you sing so beautifully? It
is so good that I wish you had taken up music
as a profession!' Yoganarasimham replied
I have studied music for self gratification
and to know more of its technical, aesthetic

and spiritual aspects and not with any
professional object.
In brief that was the attitude of
Yoganarasimham towards music. Interest in
and appreciation of music had been
inculcated at home during his young and
formative years. Later his stay at Mysore city
during its heydays as renowned centre of
music culture, reinforced these interests
leading to a serious study of the art under
a proper Guru. He found the ideal Guru in
one of the greatest music vidwans of this
century, Mysore Vasudevachar. He had also
the good fortune of enriching knowledge
under the guidance of H.P. Krishna Rao,
distinguished musicologist, author of many
books on music and also a person active in
the movement for the propagation of this art.
Meanwhile he studied in the Mysore
Maharajas College under such distinguished
personalities like Prof. M. Hiriyanna, Dr. S.
Radhakrishnan, Dr. C.R. Reddy etc. and
earned his masters degree in Sanskrit.

sessions too at home on Saturdays which kept
his interest and musical thoughts always
fresh.
Whether he was at Mysore or any other
place when in govt. service, Yoganarasimham
was always respected not as a mere rasika
but as one with deep knowledge in the art.
His very figure neatly dressed in spotless

Born in 1897, in a family which
preserved and pursued ancient traditions in
life and culture, Yoganarasimham was the
youngest of three brothers who uniformly
sported the suffix - Narasimha i.e.,
Vijayanarasimha, Lakshminarsimhiah and
Yoganarasimham. Of course music was an
inseperable part of the social and religious
life of such traditional families then. After
completion of his studies at the Maharajas
College, Yoganarsimhamjoined government
service. He worked in the department of
Education, held various high posts before
retiring. Notwithstanding the administrative
responsibilities
and
commitments,
Yoganarasimham devoted enough time for
the pursuit of his interest in music, by
attending concerts and consequent exposure
to various styles and ideas that enriched his
knowledge. He had plenty of such
opportunities in old Mysore. Concerts apart,
he joined groups of equally interested rasikas,
practitioners and also scholars who could
whet his appetite to know more about the
art. For good measure he used to have Bhajan

Sang.8th. Kalanidhi Mysore Vasudevachar (Centre)
with Sri. H. Yoganarasimham (left)
and his brother Sri. H. Lakshminarasimhaiah

white, dignified bearing, few words which
were spoken with a soft voice etc. evoked
an image of an intellectual of old Mysore.
Being at home in both the theory and practise
of music, it is possible thoughts like that he
should look beyond mere performance, and
that he should harness his knowledge and
experience to more productive activities may
have occured to him. This motivated him to
set to tune some of the lovely verses from
ancient Sanskrit classics. But a more serious
pursuit of this idea had to wait till he was
free from the administrative responsibilities
after retirement. Needless to add that this
post retirement period was the most
productive part of his life.
After retirement Yoganarasimham
involved himself more and more with
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Deva. In true tradition of Kamatak music,
most of them are in adoration of or address
to deities, but there are a few which reflect
his inner feelings as reactions to
circumstances.

constructive activities. At that time musicians
of Mysore city seemed to suffer from a
feeling that they were not getting recognitions
corresponding with their status and talents.
In order to assert themselves and also project
the Mysore music tradition and musicians,
they established an organisation named
SANGITHA KALABHlVARDHINI SABHA in
1953. Vasudevachar was elected as the
President and H. Yoganarasimham as the
Vice president. After the passing away of
Vasudevachar, Yoganarasimham became the
President. Other senior musicians were
members of the managing committee. They
intended to bring to light the wealth of
compositions relating to the Mysore school.
In this connection they brought out two
publications - Compositions of Mysore
Sadasiva Rao and compositions of Vina
Seshanna. Yoganarasimham as the President
worked hard to see these publications through
and also helping the methodical compilation
of the kritis. In addition he was also
participating in the annual conferences of the
Madras Music Academy.

About 30 ragas have been used in these
compositions. Most. of them are age old ragas
of Kamatak tradition. But he has also used
some of recent origin. And eight varieties
of Tala have been used to prepare their
rhythmic frames. The very first composition,
a Swarajathi is in the age old
Mayamalavagoula raga. An imaginative start,
no doubt, because the preliminary exercises
in the study of Kamatak music are always
in Mayamalavagoula raga. Among the
Vamams, the one starting as 'Vanamali' is
of special interest. It is composed in the Raga
Dvijavanti, though one of the old Ragas, does
not have even half a dozen Kirtanas let alone
a Vamam. Thus this Vamam besides being
rare one also appeals by its tender ragabhava.
But his ideas seem to have blossomed
colourfully in the Kirtanas. Besides the time
honoured Ragas like Mohana, Begada,
Mukhari,
Kalyani,
Kambhoji,
Sankarabharanam etc. Yoganarasimham has
availed rare and even obscure ragas here.
Some of these ragas are to be found in old
texts on music, only as scales. But through
imagination and also exploring their
possibilities, Yoganarasimham gave a
melodic identity for these ragas in his
compositions. There are ragas like
Kuntalakusumavali,
Gaganamohini,
Nadavarangini, Pranavakari, Bhanudhanyasi
etc. which appear in their natural melodic
form. In fact the compositions of
Yoganarasimham could be an interesting
subject for study., because they are not
products of mere impulse, but are a result
of careful thought and experiment and carry
a touch of originality. Besides reflecting his
creative efforts, these compositions may be
deemed as objects of an artistic fulfilment
of the life of H. Yoganarasimham who passed
away in 1971.

Soon after he shifted to Bangalore. His
subsequent appointment as a producer of
programmes at the All India Radio, provided
Yoganarasimham with an opportunity to
experiment with new ideas in music. He was
obliged to set songs and verses to tune.
This work no doubt gave opportunity
to experiment and give shape to his creative
ideas. He was already composing occasional
piece or two. But this programme work at
the AIR gave a new impetus and accelerated
the process. Compositions with his melodic
ideas duly incorporated started emerging. At
the time of his death Yoganarasimham had
left a sizeable number of them.
There are altogether 36 compositions
of Yoganarasimharn available. They have
been
published under the title
Gitakusumanjali and comprise of Swarajathi,
Varna, Kirtana, Pada, J aYaH, Tillana,
Ragamalika. They are in Sanskrit, Telugu and
Kannada languages carrying his signature 3

MODERN MUSIC
The passing of music examinations
conducted by the Department of Public Instruction
or Universities is overrated and mistaken for a
mark of artistic ability. Courses for music
examinations have necessarily to be of minimum
lengtb, whereas artistic proficiency requires the
maximum time and energy.
The over-emphasis on compositions in
Karnatak Music (as contrasted witb Hindustani
Music) diverts the attention of musicians to
mugging up particular pieces of composers and
makes them keen on maximising tbeir reportoire,
ratber than exercising tbeir tone and improving
its emotional and artisitic appeal. Number mars
quality. The greatness of Karnatak Music, its
wealtb of compositions is a temptation to the
singer and to the audience. But, alas! how poor
is the rendering! It is, for instance, a sad thing
to find that there is hardly a voice today which
does justic to the grand sanskrit compositions
of Muthuswami Dikshitar.

The Bangalore Gayana Samaja pays its
tributes to Sri H. Yoganarasimham,
Musicologist and Composer, on his Birth
Centenary and dedicates this special
issue to his memory.
H. KAMALANATH
President
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When Dr. Veezhinatban, Professor of Sanskrit
in the Madras University, was with us some days
ago, and in our casual conversation we mentioned
to him about these two compositions, 'Ekadantam'
and Sada Saranga Nayane', he went through tbe texts
and expressed his immense joy over the beautiful
compositions and particularly in regard to the
composition 'Sada Saranga Nayane'. He was dwelling
on its beauty line by line and said that certainly
Sri Yoganarasimham must have been inspired by
Sri Kalidasa.
T. Sadasivam
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His choice of certain Janya' ragas really
astounds and confounds me. Difficult ones, almost
cliff-hangers, wherein a' small slip would result in
a mighty fall. Unless one had a great understanding
of the raga-potential, seasoned knowledge and a
voice which could exemplify it, one would not
normally venture into selection of such ragas:
"Fragile, Handle with Care" business. Deliberate
selection of these ragas shows his total command
and authority.
And he has not declared such ragas to be his
own creations, although the rightful credit to
compose the first composition in them goes to him.
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'Geetha Kusumanjali'

Encounter with

Ten types of musical forms in Sanskrit,
Kannada and Telugu have been published
in this elegantly printed book. These include
a svarajati, five tana vamams, 17 kritis, two
ragamalikas, five tillanas, one padam two
javalis, a song on the national flag and a
song for children basides a divyanama. Most
of the ragas employed are the time-tested
ragas of Karnatic music but the most
interesting ones are the rare or apurva ragas
like Latantapriya, Revati, Nadavarangini,
Kolahalam, Bhanudhanyasi, Gaganamohini,
Pranavakari and Kuntalakusumavali, Many
of these are perhaps mentioned in raga
lexicons but it was the fertile musical
imagination of Yoganarasimham that gave
them body and shape and invested them with
a charm of their own. The Kannada footnotes
below some compositions explain their
special features as well as those of the ragas
employed. For example, the note below the
svarajati in Mayamalavagaula explains that
it was composed because there was no
svarajati in the raga in which all the
beginners' exercises are sung or played.
"Bhajare manasa Vrajabalam" is a beautiful
svarajati from the sahitya point of view also
as it is in Sanskrit and contains rare phrases
which remind one of the kritis of Sadasiva
Brahmendra. The author himself has
explained the meanings of the rare phrase
coined by him like mamaka mathanam, apadi
mamakam, taranija tata puline and the like.
'I.S. Parthasarathi

T. CHOWDAIAH
Way back in 1966, I was travelling with
my wife and children aged 5 and 3. On
boarding the metre gauge train in Bangalore
for my home town we found only one other
occupant in the coach. That was Vidwan T.
Chowdaiah the greatest violinist Kamataka
has produced. Be knew me from childhood,
as I invariably went to all the important
concerts in Mysore between 1941 and 1950.
Realising it was immodest to test his
memory, I introduced myself as son of Shri
Yoganarasimham and asked my family
members to touch his feet and receive his
blessings. Be said "of course I recognise you,
but haven't seen you lately. Obviously you
seem to have settled outside Mysore. What
are you doing. I told him that I was teaching
Botany at the University of Delhi. Be did
not hesitate to express his utter
disappointment. "Oh, what a foolish thing
to do. You have abandoned the Saraswaty
at home and have strayed away to Delhi to
teach of all things botany instead of learning
music from your father. I did not mind the
insult. I felt elated that a person of his
eminence held my father in such esteem. I
related this incident to my father. He merely
said Chowdaiah was a very generous person.
H.Y. Mohan Ram

PROGRAMME FOR JUNE 1997
SUNDAY 8th JUNE 1997 AT 4.15 P.M.
Smt. Kasturi & Dr. B.S. Subramanyarn Endowment Programme
Sponsors: Dr. H.S. Aditya, Dr. H.S. Ananda & Dr. H.S. Lakshmi
Sri Sanjay Subramanyam
Vocal
Sri B.K. Venkataram
Violin
Sri A. Kumar
Mrudangam
Sri B.S. Purushotham
Khanjari
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